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these HOFs can directly be mapped onto hardware without �rst translating HOFs to
more primitive components. For furter information about the compilation process
and language characteristics, the user is referred to [��].

CLaSH
H������� ������ ����� Cλ�SH

�.�.�

Currently, CλaSH supports two machine abstractions to de�ne hardware: a Mealy
machine and signals. In this thesis, all descriptions are de�ned using a Mealy
machine perspective as this corresponds concisely to combinatorial hardware. A
mealy s i = (s’, o)
Mealy machine describes
hardware in terms of a function where the output and
where
s’)input
= f s and
i
the new state is a function (o,
of the
the current state. Mathematically, this
is formulated as (s ′ , o) = f (s, i) as shown graphically in �gure �.�, where s is the
current state, i is the input, o is the output and s ′ is the new state.
s′

s

i

f

o

F����� �.� – Mealy machine

An application is implemented by de�ning a function f that is speci�c for that
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the result, the output and the new state, are shown at the end of the line in contrast
to the mathematical de�nition of the Mealy machine. �is is because the result is
in Haskell is always de�ned last. Line � shows that mac accepts two arguments, one
for the current state s and a tuple containing the inputs (a, b). �e resulting tuple
contains the new state s′ and the output o of which the values are determined in the
where-clause. In the where-clause, the actual MAC operation is performed and the
s (a,(line
b) = �
(s’,
result is assigned to themac
output
andout)
�). Finally, the initial state (�) is assigned
where
to the MAC circuit using the
<^> operator resulting in the component macL. A�er a
output = s’
reset of the circuit, the initials’state=ofs s+isa �.* bNote that the reset circuitry is generated
by the CλaSH compiler but not used during simulation. �e circuit corresponding
to listing �.� is shown in �gure �.�.

CLaSH
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F����� �.� – Multiply accumulate circuit
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Parallel construct
parallel’ (te, ti1, ti2) (tei, tii1, tii2)
((tei, ti1r, ti2r), (teo, tio1, tio2))
where
-- Return token when both are received
teo = ti1 && ti2

sequential operation is achieved by pipelinin
token, the token is forwarded to process P th
it forwards the token to the next process in
returns its token to the sequential structure. T
its parent.
The parallel operator produces as much
This way all processes are activated simulta
ished the parallel structure returns its token.
= all the tokens and return its own token only w
tio2
tio1

-- Only consume token one when both received
ti1r = ti1 && ti2
ti2r = ti1 && ti2

tei
teo

PAR

-- Return token to both structures in parallel
tio1 = te
tio2 = te

P

Q

tii1
tii2

Figure 3. Data flow graphs of the parallel and seque
noted as boxes.
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it forwards the token to the next process in sequence, process Q. Finally, the las
returns its token to the sequential structure. The sequential structure then returns its
its parent.
The parallel operator produces as much tokens as the amount of processes in
This way all processes are activated simultaneously. After all processes in parallel
ished the parallel structure returns its token. This means the parallel structure has
all the tokens and return its own token only when all internal tokens are received.

Sequential construct

tio2
tio

tio1
sequential
tei tei tii = (teo, tio)
where
teo teo
= register False tii
tio = register False tei

PAR

tii1
tii2

P

P

tei

Q

teo

SEQ

tii

Q

Figure 3. Data flow graphs of the parallel and sequential composition. Lines carry tokens. Proces
noted as boxes.
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tii1

tii1

tii2

tii2

Channels

Figure 4. Three or more parallel CSP structures can be parallelised by using compositions of parallel structures
and processes.

2.4. Channel Communication

Communication between processes works through channels. A process can output its data
using a writer, while another process can input data using a reader. These operations are
denoted in CSP by respectively an exclamation mark and question mark. Transfer of data
circuit can
(val_in,
tkn_in_writer,
tkn_in_reader)
= offer
(val_out,
tkn_out_writer,
tkn_out_reader)
not proceed
until the other
end is ready to
or accept
data. Handshake
signals are
whereintroduced to facilitate the communication. The order of execution in CSP is therefore not
(value,
writer_ready,
tkn_out_)
= writer but
(val_in,
tkn_in_writer)
only determined
by CSP
relational structures,
also by success,
(rendezvous)
channels.
(success, value, writer_ready)
= channel (success, value, writer_ready)
Although
channels
have
one-way
data communication, their synchronisation is bi(val_out, tkn_out_reader, succes) = reader (value, writer_ready, tkn_in_reader)
directional. A channel has bi-directional communication to ensure proper functionality. For
example, a writer block may only finish (return its token) when its value is received. A channel “block” in this description is always active and does not need a token.
token

token

s
value

vi

!
t

token

success
value
writer ready

success

channel

value
writer ready vi

?

value

t

token
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The C aSH description can be transformed to a HDL description (either VHDL or Verilog) using the C aSH compiler. The C aSH compiler uses the previously defined testInput and expectedOutput to generate a test-bench. This test bench inputs the values defined
in testInput and asserts the expectedOutput. The VHDL description including the test-bench
VHDL can be tested using Modelsim2 . During the simulation the assertions are checked,
when all succeed the model works as expected. Finally, the VHDL description can be synthesized using for instance Altera Quartus2 .

Work flow

CSP model
Translation by hand

Data-flow diagram

TERRA M2T

Translation by hand

C aSH Description

GHC simulation

Timing diagram

C aSH compiler

VHDL

Modelsim

Timing diagram

Quartus synthesis

Realisation (RaMstix)
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Results

✤

Two examples implemented
✤
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✤

Double reader and writer
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nd example is composed of two writers, two readers and two channels for
Figure 12 shows the structure of and relations among processes. Both the
ers are in sequential relationship. Therefore, data is first sent through one
er one in the figure) followed by the second. The structure of the circuit is b
ng of the components from the first example and omitted.

Double reader/writer
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en is injected to trigger the execution of the parallel construct. Subsequently,
der are activated in the next clock-cycle. The writer and the reader are now
nication. The writer sets its value on the channel followed by the reader
s signal. One clock-cycle later the value is set on the output of the reader.

Double reader/writer
clock

ected token - ti

nput writer - vi

el value - cOut

1

Nothing

1

Nothing

Success - s

ut value - rOut

Nothing

1

Figure 11. Timing diagram of the producer consumer example.

ducer Consumer

ple is composed of two writers, two readers and two channels for commu14
2 shows the structure of and relations among processes. Both the writers
n sequential relationship. Therefore, data is first sent through one channel
the figure) followed by the second. The structure of the circuit is basically
components from the first example and omitted.
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clock

Injected token - ti
Input writer 0 - vi

1

Input writer 1 - vi

2

Channel 0 value - cOut0
Channel 1 value - cOut1

Nothing

Nothing

1
Nothing

Nothing

2

Success 0 - s0
Success 1 - s1
Output value 0 - rOut0

producer consumer example. Two writers sequential in parallel with two readers sequential
separate channels. The orderings within the sequential constructs are indicated by the thick

Output value 1 - rOut1

Nothing

1
Nothing

2

Figure 13. Timing diagram of the multiple producer consumer example.
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g blocks on an FPGA. Obviously, more CSP components result
e. Additionally, the number of LE is also determined by the data
that
are sent using the
channels. Since these messages are first k
Hardware
results
sumed by a reader, additional memory is required in both the
2 shows how many logic elements are required when using 8-bit
r the aforementioned messages.
Table 2. Logic element usage of the different examples.
Example
Producer consumer
Double producer consumer
Double producer consumer deadlock

Logic Elements
23
37
37

ns
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